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Abstract 

For voters who cannot read a graphical ballot, audio-based voting systems currently in use can provide a 

private and independent path for entering the first and last names of write-in candidates, but the process tends to be 

slow, difficult to comprehend, and inaccurate. Challenges range from technical and procedural to cognitive and 

emotional, and have led, at times, to disenfranchisement, according to the Government Accountability Office’s 2013 

Statement before the National Council on Disability. Entering candidate names without difficulty is crucial to the 

fairness — and ultimate legal standing — of our election system. To resolve these issues, we developed and tested 

three novel audio interfaces that enable navigation and selection of characters through simple techniques that allow 

users to linearly access an alphabet for the purpose of typing a specific name. A number of factors were found to 

improve character input speed, input accuracy, and user comfort, including using as few as keys as possible for 

navigation, using high-quality keys such as those found in commercial QWERTY keyboards, and assuring that there 

is no lag in feedback to user inputs. 
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Introduction 

When creating an accessible voting experience for voters who cannot read a graphical 

ballot, there are many constraints to consider. While a tactile-braille interface is often suggested 

by those new to the problem, in the United States only 10 percent of blind individuals are 

proficient at using braille (Jernigan 7), and not all voters are familiar with typical text-input and 

assistive technologies, such as standard keyboard layouts (Granata 4) or screen readers. As a 

result, the 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines specifies that the inclusion of audio-based 

voting be provided (56), while allowing for voting privately, independently, and verifiably (the 

ability to confirm one’s choices before casting a ballot) (46). Because of the lack of voter 

training opportunities, expected future requirements will ask that features be able to be 

performed in a manner that does not require prior training. To fulfill these requirements, direct 

record electronic voting machines (DREs) have been developed with a simplified button-input 

array that controls a simple audio-only user interface observed by the voter via the use of 

attached earphones. (in DREs, screens are typically blank during audio voting to preserve the 

privacy of the vote.) While this simplified interface reduces the need for training on many tasks, 

when inputting the name of a write-in candidate, the process of selecting characters, checking 

accuracy, making edits, and submitting one’s choice is typically frustrating and time consuming. 

Many voters who use the audio write-in feature need extra time and commonly fail to enter a 

name at all. In practice, such interfaces have presented voters with their most difficult task of the 

election experience, according to Herrnson (3), contributing to a higher ratio of unrecorded votes 

(Niemi 86). For this reason, we have focused on how to improve the write-in experience by 

exploring how to better use controls, provide instruction, and improve input editing strategies.  
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To improve text entry for writing in a candidate’s name in audio-only DRE interfaces, 

two technologies typically come to mind: speech recognition and auto-completion of text. 

Unfortunately, these technologies are inappropriate for voting. Using speech recognition for 

direct text entry in the polling place, where others can listen in, would jeopardize one’s right to 

vote privately. In the case of auto-completion, there are also many issues that cannot be resolved. 

To begin with, auto-completion requires that words be previously known by the system, but 

many states do not require write-in candidates to pre-register (Helm). Additionally, in the context 

of voting, auto-completion can potentially introduce coercion, by priming the voter to one 

candidate over another through the ordering of suggestions. For these reasons, we focused on 

creating new text entry methods for audio-based write-in that does not rely on alphabetic 

keyboards, speech recognition or auto-completion of text.  

This paper covers the development and testing of three novel audio interfaces that enable 

navigation and selection of characters through simple techniques that allow users to linearly 

access an alphabet for the purpose of typing a specific name, discussing the strengths and 

weaknesses of each in relation to existing methods.  

Discussion  

Voting machines can be designed according to several sets of guidelines, most notably 

the Federal 2005 VVSG, which designates that every polling place should have at least one 

accessible voting station, typically a DRE machine. Such devices are intended to allow people to 

use a range of adaptive input devices such as an Audio-Tactile Interface (ATI), intended to 

provide voters with earphones and a set of buttons, or sip and puff device for non-manual use 

(with graphical or audio interfaces). The VVSG includes guidelines for volume, frequency, and 

speed of audio between 75 and 200 percent of normal rate of speech. The VVSG does not 
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specifically address how write-in candidates should be entered by voters who do not use 

graphical interfaces. We followed guidelines on how operational instructions are to be given by 

audio at initial activation and repeated as desired during the voting session. Our prototypes also 

fell within the VVSG guidelines for audio speed after iterative testing and refinement.  

Several researchers and students participated in experiments to determine reasonable 

rates for presenting audio. Each participant found that audio with the standard speech rate 

equivalent of 200 words per minute (WPM) seemed slow, while an equivalent rate of 700 WPM 

and higher was incomprehensible. Though audio at a rate of 500 to 600 WPM could be 

understood, users found it too fast for maintaining comfortable and accurate navigational control. 

As a result, audio generated at 400 WPM was considered appropriate, in line with the VVSG’s 

upper limit of 200 percent above normal. This also fits with the findings of Asakawa, et al, on 

general comprehension of listeners of sped-up synthesized speech, which saw an upper limit for 

comprehension at around 300 to 500 WPM (278). We strayed from the Guidelines in regard to 

providing multiple modes for navigation keys, depending on whether the key is tapped quickly 

or held down. 

The VVSG suggests that press-hold commands (for instance, repeating the entry of a 

letter if a key is held down) be avoided as an attempt to limit unintended letter entry, but we 

introduced such a capability into two of our three prototypes to see if the command’s utility 

might outweigh the concerns posed in the VVSG. The potential to positively impact future 

criteria is a goal of our work, adding to the motivation to work outside some of the federal 

guidelines. 

Our goals in developing the three prototypes were to test how to best orient the user 

during the text entry task, shorten the amount of time required to enter a candidate’s name, and 
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improve accuracy. The prototypes were created as a Google Chrome browser extension for the 

Macintosh and Windows operating systems, built with HTML and JavaScript. The extension 

utilized Chrome’s text-to-speech capabilities to generate audio feedback and also HTML5 to 

manipulate audio files. These were generated using text-to-speech features in the MAC OS X 

command line interface. The testing was conducted on a 2012 MacBook Pro. 

A version of the prototype was created for each condition listed below: 

• Condition 1, Single Tap with Two Navigation Keys: Participants moved through the 

alphabet one letter a time by tapping the left or right arrow keys to navigate; selections 

were made by pressing ‘enter’.  

• Condition 2, Four Navigation Keys: Participants used the up and down arrow keys to 

navigate through the alphabet at 400 words per minute (WPM), pausing to distinguish 

marker letters (A, G, M, T, Z), and the left and right arrow keys to navigate one letter at a 

time. 

• Condition 3, Two Navigation Keys Utilizing Two Speeds: In contrast to the single tap, 

with these two-key conditions, participants used only the left and right arrow keys for 

navigation. By holding down the keys, users moved through the alphabet at 400 WPM, 

pausing to distinguish marker letters (A, G, M, T, Z), and they navigated one letter at a 

time with single taps. 

The rationale behind the development of marker letters was to provide a fast way to 

navigate closer to an intended target letter by browsing through groupings and then zero-in on 

the target letter with only a few key presses. The initial exploration divided the alphabet evenly, 

but informal testing indicated that most people do not have an adequately stable model for where 
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lesser-used letters fall in the alphabet. Most people, however, could easily establish a letter’s 

location in the alphabet by recalling its proximity to commonly used anchor letters. Through trial 

and error we found A, G, M, T, and Z to work best as markers (or waypoints) to segment the 

alphabet.  

 

Fig. 1. Three test conditions offered various key configurations.  
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Built-in instructions presented to participants for the three conditions: 

1.  “To write in a candidate’s name, follow these instructions: 

[Condition 1] “Single tap the left or right arrow key to move through 

each letter. Press enter to select a letter.” 

[Condition 2] “Press and hold the up or down arrow key to find the 

general area for the letter you are looking for. Single tap the left or right 

arrow key to narrow in on the letter. Press enter to select the letter” 

[Condition 3] “Press and hold the left or right arrow key to find the 

general area for the letter you are looking for. Single tap the left or right 

arrow key to narrow in on the letter. Press enter to select the letter.” 

2. “To move through the alphabet quickly, like this [play audio sample], press and hold the 

left or right arrow key. Try it [allow user to try].”  

3. “To move one letter at a time, like this, press the left or right arrow key. Try it [allow user 

to try].”  

4. “To select a letter, press Enter. Find and select the letter S [allow user to try].”  

5. “To review what you have already typed, press the UP arrow key [allow user to try].”  

6. “To remove the last letter typed, press Delete [allow user to try].”  

7. “To listen to the instructions again, press the Down arrow key. To begin, press an arrow 

key.” 
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To test our prototypes, 30 computer science graduate students participated. All possessed 

average vision, none were regular users of text-to-speech technology and only one was a native 

English speaker. For each condition, participants were asked to enter two different names. The 

order of conditions was randomized. The time taken to input eight letters using each approach 

was compared. Each test condition had a sample size of ten participants. 

The data shows a statistically significant improvement between Condition 2 and 

Condition 3 with a 25 percent reduction in task time when using a two-key interface over a four-

key interface (with a t-test p value of 7.1E-06). In contrast, there is no statistically significant 

performance difference between condition one and two (t-test p value of approximately 0.88). A 

critical finding was that all conditions improved audio-enabled write-in speeds over existing and 

prototype DRE systems with a similar functionality. The majority of our testers completed audio 

write-in entry in less than one minute in every trial. DRE voting equipment with audio write-in 

capability tend to utilize a condition similar to Condition 1, yet in the field, this method is very 

difficult. In field tests and observations of various deployed and emerging voting devices, 

selecting eight letters for a name can rarely be done in one minute. As a gauge, we looked at 

efforts using machines going through or carrying VVSG certification. For instance, on a Sequoia 

AVC Edge machine, manufactured by Dominion, tested in January 2014, a user entered four 

letters in 56 seconds with great effort. In addition, when the tester accidentally entered a letter 

erroneously on the AVC Edge, he was unable to correct it.  
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Table 1.  Data Comparing Task Speed Under Three Conditions: Single Tap, Four Keys, and Two 

Keys.  The Simpler Two-Key Interface Allowed Participants to Complete Tasks Faster than with 

Four Keys, but Not Necessarily Faster than Simple Typing. 

Condition 1: Single Tap 

 
Participant Order Trial 1 Trial 2 Average 

1 1, 2, 3 34 36 35 
2 1, 2, 3 37 38 37.5 
3 1, 2, 3 46 49 47.5 
4 1, 2, 3 40 38 39 
5 1, 2, 3 37 41 39 
6 1, 2, 3 51 41 46 
7 1, 2, 3 52 49 50.5 
8 1, 2, 3 55 53 54 
9 1, 2, 3 55 41 48 
10 1, 2, 3 38 42 40 
11 2, 3, 1 31 35 33 
12 2, 3, 1 27 40 33.5 
13 2, 3, 1 39 36 37.5 
14 2, 3, 1 42 40 41 
15 2, 3, 1 32 32 32 
16 2, 3, 1 44 53 48.5 
17 2, 3, 1 41 36 38.5 
18 2, 3, 1 36 36 36 
19 2, 3, 1 -- -- -- 
20 2, 3, 1 -- -- -- 
21 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
22 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
23 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
24 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
25 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
26 3, 2, 1 49 36 42.5 
27 3, 2, 1 34 33 33.5 
28 3, 2, 1 53 52 52.5 
29 3, 2, 1 40 -- 40 
30  3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
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Table 1 (Cont.).  
 

Condition 2: Four Keys 
 

  Participant Order Trial 1 Trial 2 Average 

1 1, 2, 3 34 40 37 
2 1, 2, 3 43 36 39.5 
3 1, 2, 3 40 43 41.5 
4 1, 2, 3 47 49 48 
5 1, 2, 3 56 58 57 
6 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
7 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
8 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
9 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
10 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
11 2, 3, 1 -- 51 51 
12 2, 3, 1 50 60 55 
13 2, 3, 1 63 65 64 
14 2, 3, 1 63 58 55.5 
15 2, 3, 1 -- 53 53 
16 2, 3, 1 66 61 63.5 
17 2, 3, 1 69 68 68.5 
18 2, 3, 1 62 48 55 
19 2, 3, 1 64 65 64.5 
20 2, 3, 1 64 50 57 
21 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
22 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
23 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
24 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
25 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
26 3, 2, 1 65 55 60 
27 3, 2, 1 41 42 41.5 
28 3, 2, 1 45 46 45.5 
29 3, 2, 1 53 58 55.5 
30 3, 2, 1 -- -- -- 
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Table 1 (Cont.).   

Condition 3: Two Keys 

 

 

  

Participant Order Trial 1 Trial 2 Average 

1 1, 2, 3 45 42 43.5 
2 1, 2, 3 30 40 35 
3 1, 2, 3 41 39 40 
4 1, 2, 3 36 40 38 
5 1, 2, 3 39 -- 39 
6 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
7 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
8 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
9 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 

10 1, 2, 3 -- -- -- 
11 2, 3, 1 48 37 42.5 
12 2, 3, 1 38 32 35 
13 2, 3, 1 35 43 39 
14 2, 3, 1 46 50 48 
15 2, 3, 1 40 39 39.5 
16 2, 3, 1 42 55 48.5 
17 2, 3, 1 39 48 43.5 
18 2, 3, 1 25 39 32 
19 2, 3, 1 -- -- -- 
20 2, 3, 1 -- -- -- 
21 3, 2, 1 49 44 46.5 
22 3, 2, 1 48 32 40 
23 3, 2, 1 50 45 47.5 
24 3, 2, 1 39 37 38 
25 3, 2, 1 44 40 42 
26 3, 2, 1 45 50 47.5 
27 3, 2, 1 40 45 42.5 
28 3, 2, 1 38 49 43.5 
29 3, 2, 1 49 48 48.5 
30 3, 2, 1 48 40 44 
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There are a number of reasons for slower write-in speeds on current equipment. Many 

DRE voting machines in current service present a lag in response—a detectable or sometimes 

uncomfortably long period of time between when the user presses a button and when device 

responds. DRE machines with older hardware and software may suffer delays because software 

has not been optimized or hardware is underpowered to keep up with the voice interface. (The 

MacBook Pro laptops used in the test did not present noticeable lag.) As well as lag, some 

systems do not register button input while audio is playing, meaning the voter cannot skip past or 

truncate (cut short) any information, which can impede alphabet browsing. Another factor may 

be key design.  

DRE machines may not match the effectiveness of the prototypes using a computer 

keyboard because of the actual design of the DREs’ specialized buttons, which are typically 

large and made from plastic, soft rubber, or silicone, which behave quite differently from the 

type of computer controls most people encounter in their daily lives. Although standard 

computer keyboard keys are pressed with 182 to 193 grams of pressure anywhere on their 

surface (Rempel 255), many accessible ATI buttons on voting systems vary in actuation pressure 

across the key, requiring pressures that are multiple times the minimum pressure needed near the 

hinge. Recently, our researcher team had access to a newer DRE that responded with no 

perceivable lag, but used the standard ATI button design. Although, not available for our study, 

in a limited hands-on test the new machine yielded vote times closer to those experienced in our 

test conditions, but still not as fast. It is likely that differences in key feel contributed to this 

difference. 

Faster overall entry speeds in the experimental conditions may have also resulted from 

the ways the conditions attempted to orient users on how to go forward, backward, and navigate 
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the interface itself. This data shows that using fewer keys increased performance in both of the 

experimental conditions. The four-key interface was more difficult for participants to learn, 

remember, and use efficiently. Surprisingly, the data did not show a significant improvement for 

the novel press-hold feature of Condition 2 and Condition 3 over the simple tapping of Condition 

1. Simply tapping through each letter one at a time enabled users to enter letters faster than they 

could with Condition 2 and at similar speeds as Condition 3. In interviews, however, the majority 

of participants reported a preference for the sped-up letter browsing of Condition 3. Participants 

also reported that utilizing A, G, M, T, and Z marker letters to chunk the alphabet into four 

sections improved their sense of location in the alphabet. Although these preferences did not 

significantly increase text-entry speeds, participant feedback speaks to an increased comfort level 

with having an overview of the alphabet and a greater context for navigating it.  

The testing also revealed the importance of suggesting an efficient strategy to voters, not 

simply listing features in the instruction set. Without any instruction on strategy (when we 

described what each feature was, but not the purpose), only some participants developed efficient 

methods for text entry while others struggled, either sticking to using single tap or sped-up letter 

browsing, or frequently changing strategy. Testers who developed an efficient strategy did so by 

taking a moment to experiment with the controls before commencing to spell the name, but such 

experimentation is not easily available while voting, given the pressure of time and the fear of 

making an error that would affect a live ballot. When we changed the instructions to clarify 

various strategies (for instance, initiating a press-hold on an arrow key to quickly move to a letter 

region, or tapping the arrow keys to browse one letter one at a time), almost all used an efficient 

strategy from the start. The testers’ response prompts the question of whether polling guidelines 
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should encourage a period of practice, sample vote completion, or simple drills before 

commencing to enter write-in candidate names. 

While not part of our formal prototype testing, an important benefit of using sped-up 

reading of the alphabet with marker letters became apparent when demoing the prototypes in 

noisy surroundings (such as found in typical voting sites). Many users stated that when the 

volume of the prototype could not fully compete with ambient noise, it was still easy to hear the 

pattern of the marker letters as the alphabet sped by. This pattern made it possible to easily get 

within range of the target letter, and the cognitive model it developed provided secondary 

context to discern only partially heard letters when zeroing-in on the target one letter at a time. 

This suggests that while there were not significant improvements in speed between Condition 1 

and Condition 3, that in the noisy environment of the polling place, Condition 3 may present a 

valuable benefit. 

Conclusions 

This work demonstrates techniques for write-in design that could be introduced in future 

voting machines and highlights underlying questions related to the ongoing design strategies of 

DRE equipment. The previous discussion concerning ATI button design and our experience with 

these specialized buttons caution that the presence of such unusual, specialized input hardware 

(presumably to show extra care and attention to voters with disabilities) may actually introduce 

difficulties for many users. Experiments indicate that a typical consumer-grade keyboard is much 

easier to operate than available adaptive input devices and would speed input. As well, the arrow 

configurations on such keyboards (sometimes a cross style or inverted T with up and down 

arrows sandwiched between left and right arrows in Figure 1) are familiar to most people. While 

the goal may be a variety of input methods to suit the user’s tastes (common QWERTY 
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keyboard, Braille keyboard, or audio-tactile interface) in line with the findings of Oliveira (8) in 

“Blind People and Mobile Touch-based Text-Entry: Acknowledging the Need for Different 

Flavors,” a functional interface that follows the most successful conditions in our testing would 

form an appropriate path for simplified entry of write-in candidates. Eliminating keyboard-to-

audio lag, allowing keys to trigger audio at any time, and changing audio speed all improved 

audio-based character input. In addition, structuring the alphabet with fixed marker letters did 

not slow input and indeed should make performance more reliable in the context of the 

perceptual and cognitive challenges of real-world voting input. The results of this work should 

also be useful for entry of passwords or proper names in any computer interface not relying on 

speech recognition or keyboard input. 
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